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Overview
• Theory: A contextualist life course perspective 
• Tightening age norms

• Early School Leaving
• “Gap years”

• Gender in transitions to work
• Early school leavers
• Skilled workers

• Wider context of practical work = unnecessary, outdated



A contextualist life course perspective
Precursors
• American pragmatism (esp. Mead) + Chicago school sociology (T&Z, Blumer)

• C. Wright Mills (1959, The Sociological Imagination)
• History – biography

Glen Elder (1974, The Children of the Great Depression)
• Period-specific institutional context – life course patterns
• Individual attributes do not “determine”
• Early experiences can be crucial, but never universal “mechanisms”



Definitions of a life course perspective
Example II
• ‘As a proper methodological basis for the analysis of social processes, it [the 

life course approach] denotes an interrelationship between individuals and 
society that evolves as a time-dependent, dynamic linkage between social 
structure, institutions, and individual action from birth to death (Heinz et al 
2006, p. 15). 



Definitions of a life course perspective
Example I
• The life course approach is developmental and historical by its 

very nature. Its essence is the synchronisation of ‘individual 
time’, ‘family time’, and ‘historical time’ (Hareven 1994, p.493)

• (1) The timing of life transitions over an individual life path in the context 
of historical change 

• (2) the synchronisation of the individual life transitions with collective 
familial ones

• (3) the impact of earlier life events, as shaped by historical circumstances 
previously encountered, on subsequent events’ (2000, p. 129)



Definitions of a life course perspective
Example III 
• Elder et al (2003) see the life course perspective as a theoretical orientation.

Drawing on this definition 
• ‘[they] view the life course as consisting of age-graded patterns that are 

embedded in social institutions and history. This view is grounded in a 
contextualist perspective and emphasizes the implications of social 
pathways in historical time and place for human development and 
ageing.’ (p. 4). 





ESL – tightening age norms

• Theory: life course age norms (Neugarten et al 
1965)

• Cultural age deadlines («too early» and «too
late»)

• Prescriptive and proscriptive
• Age-based definitions of ESL

• EU
• Norway

• Take more education, … do so quickly!
• Vocational tracks… when you need a break

• Academic; «gap years», vocational; «dropouts»?
• Stigma – self-fulfilling prophecy?



«Our impatience with young people»
• Most downloaded article ever in Journal of Social Science (in Norwegian)
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Data
• Intergenerational transmissions in the transition to 

adulthood in Norway (financed NRC, PI Ann Nilsen)
• 23 families (+ 10 in UK)
• Variety and diversity of intergenerational transmissions
• Biographical interviews provide insight into the 

processes behind outcomes (Bertaux, 1981)
• Anchor cohort born 1960-65 (+one parent, one ”child”)
• Gap years came up
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Peter 
• Born 1995
• Parents professionals
• Older brother in medical school
• In last year of academic upper secondary education, 

planning gap year
• Not expected to pay while living at home
• «Actually, I think they my parents would quite like us to 

stay at home for as long as possible»
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Peter
• «I haven’t planned any studies, what 

direction to take after upper secondary. So 
the plan is to take a gap year and work for 
a year. And then see if I find something 
that I want to.”
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Peter
Grandmother (b. 1930)
• Academic upper secondary education in 1949 (rare)
• Considered ‘natural’ in her family

‘I was the youngest of the siblings and all the others had done 
it so then…’

Mother (b. 1960)
• Academic upper secondary education in 1979 (then on to HE)

– «in a way it was on the cards, without anything being said 
explicitly. maybe it was uttered explicitly too, but anyway… it 
wasn’t really necessary to say it really, because it was taken for 
granted. Actually there was no question about going to the 
gymnasium or not. It was just the done thing (in our family)”
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Peter (in sum)
• In Peter’s family, HE was taken for granted
• Which higher education to pursue…
• Planned to use gap year to resolve uncertainty
• Mother’s advice to Peter and siblings had been

– “follow your dreams. Do what you want, don’t think 
about what’s rational (fornuftig) or not”

• Peter planned low-skill service work during gap year
– But out of the question in long-term (not 

“interesting”)
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Steinar 
• Born 1989
• Parents working class
• None of siblings had taken HE
• Started vocational upper secondary (mechanics)
• Quit after a year of preparatory schooling
• unskilled temporary jobs since (on and off)
• had not taken, and never considered, a gap year 
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Steinar
– “Yeah, well, a gap year. I guess that’s a 

year where they don’t go to school and 
work. Or go to a folk high school. I don’t 
really have any more thoughts about it 
than that..» 

– “It’s a very vague concept”
– “I don’t know what I would have taken 

a gap year from”
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Steinar – expectations in family
• Expected to pay while living at home

• Advice from Steinar’s father (builder):

«get skilled in a trade».

– “We are making a big mistake. The idea that every
one should take higher education. I think it’s plain
stupid (helt på trynet). Vocational education, that’s
great as far as I’m concerned. To take vocational
education in a trade, get one’s hands dirty. Who 
cares? As long as you get a job!”
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Steinar (in sum)
• Steinar and his siblings were not expected to 

pursue higher education

• Vocational education, if any

• The notion of taking a gap year appeared out of 
the question (foreign) 

• Mentioned only when asked directly

• Useful contrasting case
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Discussion
• The influence of period-specific historical context 

in transitions from school to work, class-specific

• Even today, not all need an excuse for a slight 
deviance from the old (male) middle class norm of 
linear and protracted transitions

• Steinar (WC): “I don’t know what I would have 
taken a gap year from”
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Conclusion
• Gap years can be considered as a version of Erikson’s 

“moratorium”, if we take account of the class- and 
period-specific context

• Do gap years perhaps exemplify a form of freedom 
(tolerance) granted to contemporary middle class 
young people?

• Trend toward growth of gap years; examine the class-
and period-specific ‘great expectations’ that fuel them
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Dropouts?















Gendered transition structures
(among workers skilled in gender-segregated vocational tracks)

• Greatest disparities between the two gender majorities
• The two gender minorities have strikingly similar

work/welfare trajectories

Who has the most favourable trajectories? 
Depends on reference group
• Comparison with same-skill group – men always do better
• Comparison with gender peers – untrad. men do worse, 

untrad. women do better

Implications:
• Comparing minority trajectories with majority trajectories

provides information on wider social context
• Part of the context for the unfinished gender revolution?



Wider context: 
practical work = gone?

• No/vague criteria
• In whose interest?

• Unintended consequences?
• May have contributed to image of 

useless low-skill men



Conclusions
• History – biography (Mills 1959)
• Contextualist life course perspective (Elder et al 2006)

• Lives take place within period-specific institutional context (partly national)
• Tightening age norms

• Vocational «dropout» vs academic «gap year»?
• Gender

• education = employment, 1 to 1
• Men get greater returns for education (ESLs and skilled, i Norway)

• Political-economic context… knowledge / power
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